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Canfor Pulp Limited Partnership —a customer profile

Canfor Pulp Limited Partnership
“We are very fortunate to have clients such as Canfor Pulp Limited Partnership (CPLP). CPLP
has been one of our core business partners for many years and we look forward to many
more. Canfor is a significant contributor to the economic success of many companies in
British Columbia and in a number of communities, including Squamish. We are pleased to
share with you a brief profile of such an excellent organization.” says Ron Anderson,
Squamish Terminals President & CEO.
Canfor Pulp Limited Partnership is a leading global supplier of pulp and paper products with
operations in the central interior of British Columbia. CPLP owns and operates three mills in
Prince George, BC (see photo
inset) which are among the
lowest cost ‘northern bleached
softwood kraft’ (NBSK) pulp
producers in the industry. CPLP
is the largest North American
and third largest global
producer of market NBSK pulp
and is the leading producer of
fully bleached, high
performance Kraft Paper.
When asked about their
commitment to the
environment Michael Bradley,
Director, Sustainable Enterprise,
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CPLP said, “CPLP has a mission
to be a sustainable enterprise that makes superior strength pulp and paper products, in an
eco-efficient manner, now and in the future. Our goal is to use the fibre we receive from the
forests to produce pulp and paper in ways that create the most value with the minimum
environmental impact. We are especially careful to make sure that all the fibre we use comes
from sustainably managed forests and that all of it was legally harvested. We take the issue of
climate change seriously too, our emissions per tonne of greenhouse gases are already 58%
below their levels in 1990, and we have further significant reductions to come in the next
couple of years. This has been achieved by significant investments at our 3 mill complex in
Prince George, with the result that BC Hydro tells us that it is now the largest generator of
“green power” in North America. Finally, and perhaps most important of all, we believe in
transparency and we welcome independent scrutiny of all of our sustainability activities.”
CPLP employs approximately 1,200 people throughout the organization.
CPLP ships a large portion of Break Bulk pulp freight that is destined from its mills through
Squamish Terminals to reach its offshore markets. Rick Pingel, General Manager, Global
Logistics and Procurement at CPLP says, “In order to be successful you need to strategically
align yourself with industry professionals and we have done that by partnering with
Squamish Terminals.”
For more information about CPLP please visit www.canforpulp.com

Our business
at a glance
Squamish Terminals (ST) is a deep-water,
break-bulk terminal situated at the north
end of Howe Sound - just 32 nautical
miles north of the Port of Vancouver.
ST has been in operation since 1972.
With an intermodal transportation
infrastructure (including access to rail,
ocean and truck), 2 berths, 3 warehouses,
specialized handling equipment and an
experienced team, Squamish Terminals
efficiently imports and exports cargo
worldwide.
ST is a wholly owned subsidiary of Grieg
Star Shipping AS (based in Bergen,
Norway).
Break-bulk cargo refers to goods that
must be loaded individually, not in
shipping containers or in bulk as with
oil and grain.

Number of Ships = 100 approx.
Number of Rail Cars = 8,500 approx.
Number of Trucks = 3,500 approx.
Annual Unloading/Loading Statistics

Diversification

An economic generator

At Squamish Terminals we continually look
for ways to diversify our business.

Squamish Terminals is proud to be a vital part of our community and an important
economic generator. At peak production—when two ships are in port—we can have
up to 230 employees working over a 24-hour period. Our total annual payroll averages
more than $7 million.

One of the more recent additions to the
various types of cargo handled is imported
sand. This mined sand is very unique and
in the oil and gas industry it is called frac
sand (see photos below).

In addition to providing employment opportunities, Squamish Terminals is the single
largest taxpayer in the district. Squamish Terminals and our employees are strong
supporters of local businesses as well as community organizations and events.
Our strategic partnerships with cargo shippers, shipping lines, CN Rail, TMS (a trucking
company with a location in Squamish’s Industrial Park) and local Squamish businesses
enable us to offer our customers efficient movement of their break-bulk products to
major markets worldwide. We are a Canadian gateway for importing and exporting
products around the world and our economic impact reaches well beyond Squamish.
This year, Squamish Terminals celebrated 38 years of service and we look forward to a
strong and vibrant future for many years to come.
Here’s an example how two of the products we handle flow through the terminal to their
destinations.
Wood Pulp – produced in communities throughout British Columbia (e.g. Prince George,
Quesnel), Alberta (e.g. Whitecourt, Hinton), Saskatchewan or beyond; it is shipped via rail
(CN Rail) or truck to Squamish Terminals, where it is stored in covered warehouses until
loaded onto vessels that deliver the product to markets worldwide.

Frac sand is pumped into the well during
the fracturing operation. Fracturing refers
to a method used to extract more oil and
natural gas from a well by opening up rock
formations using hydraulic or explosive
force. Source: www.oilgasglossay.com

Steel Products – produced in Asia (e.g. Japan, China, Korea, Europe), shipped via vessel to
Squamish Terminals, where it is stored until loaded onto trucks (TMS) and stored again at
TMS yard until it is ready to be loaded onto rail cars (via CN Rail) or trucks for shipment to
northern Alberta or the lower mainland.

Frac sand currently comes to Squamish
Terminals via vessels from China (there are
North American producers of frac sand as
well). The Frac sand is packaged in 1.5 MT
bags. The bags are stored in our
warehouses and loaded onto CN Rail
cars for shipment to northern Alberta.

Which of the following Logger Sports Events is
unique to the Squamish Days Loggers Sports
Show?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Springboard Chop
Tree Falling
Axe Throwing
Birling (also known as Log Rolling)

Answer: see back page

Photos (clockwise from top): Lumber, Beam, Large Diameter Pipe, Wood Pulp

A member of the community
Navigational aids
Squamish Terminals and Canada Coast Guard, in a joint effort, replaced and upgraded the
two navigational aids located south of the site (in the shallow waters) by the approach to
the west berth, in September 2010 (see photos below).

District of Squamish
Economic Development
Committee

The Economic Development Advisory
Committee is a Select Committee
appointed by Council. This Committee
was established to create an economic
development strategy that will lay out a
foundation to support economic growth
and sustainability in Squamish.
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A ‘navigational aid’ is a device intended to assist navigators, specifically in our case Ships,
in determining their position in the approach to our berths and the safe course for them
to take. Furthermore, it is intended to warn the Captain and the Pilot of dangers or
obstructions to navigation and assist in locating the channel. In other words these
navigational aids safely guide vessels to and from the berths at Squamish Terminals. In
rough weather or in limited visibility these aids become even more important to the safe
operation of the Vessel. Around the West Coast waters you may see other types of
navigational aids such as lighthouses, buoys, fog signals and day beacons.
Source: Wikipedia

The cost of the supporting structures themselves was over $70,000, not including the
upgraded light system installed at the top.
We would ask any users of the water ways around Squamish
Terminals to please respect these two navigation aids as they are
very important to the safety of vessels and crew, other users of the
water ways and the environment.
It is important to note that mooring at these navigational aids is
prohibited by Canada Coast Guard for safety reasons. Signage
explaining this has been mounted on the navigational aids to
educate the public (see image to right).

Tours of Squamish Terminals
To inquire about a tour of Squamish Terminals please send a request to
tides@sqterminals.com.

The Economic Development Committee is
comprised of three Councillors (Councillor
Paul Lalli, Chair, Councillor Rob Kirkham
and Mayor Greg Gardner) and three
members at large including (Susan
Chapelle, Michael Hutchison and Ron
Anderson). Committee members can be
appointed from specific organizations who
contribute their expertise and knowledge
in various fields. Squamish Terminal’s
CEO , Ron Anderson was appointed,
valuing and recognizing the importance
of Squamish Terminals to the Squamish
economy and representing one of our
sectors; industry.
Today the
Committee
is working
on the
strategy by
adding
details that
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support the
goals and targeted sectors based on
economic development priorities and
recommendations set by the Economic
Development consultant in 2010.
In early 2011 the Economic Development
Committee will present its recommendations before Council. For more
information regarding the Economic
Development Committee and for
agendas and minutes please visit
www.squamish.ca.

Home port

The Grieg Star Shipping connection
Squamish Terminals, from its
inception in 1972, is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Grieg Star Shipping.
Grieg Star Shipping was established in
1961 and is part of the privately held
Grieg group of companies.

Kim Stegeman-Lowe
Manager, Marketing & Administration

Squamish Terminals is pleased to
announce that Kim, Ian (husband)
and Marin (daughter) welcomed
Kate Alexandra Lowe into the world
on March 13, 2010.

In addition to looking after her young
children, while on maternity leave, Kim
had the opportunity to participate in the
inaugural RBC Granfondo Whistler
(September 2010). Kim trained with her
Squamish team, the Hammer’n Honeys.
The most memorable moments for Kim
during the ride included the start in
Vancouver (crossing Lion’s Gate Bridge
with 4,000 of her closest friends), passing
through Squamish (lots of friendly faces),
on course support from her family and
finally crossing the finish line with her
teammates.

Grieg Star Shipping (GSS) is in charge
of the worldwide marketing and
operation of the Grieg Group’s fleet of
advanced open hatch vessels, as well
as a fleet of conventional bulk carriers.
GSS owns one shipping terminal:
Squamish Terminals.
Based in Bergen, Norway and with 15
offices in strategic locations in Asia,
Australia, South America, USA, Canada
and Europe, GSS’s open hatch division run the specialized ships in regularly scheduled break
bulk parcel trades. Export trades based on North American forest products, metals and
other break bulk cargoes to Asia, north and south Europe are a substantial part of their
business.
The design features of the open hatch ships such as
removable tween decks, gantry cranes up to 70 MT, rain
protection over unobstructed holds and cell guides, allow
for fast and safe handling of project cargoes, pipes, wind
mills, metals, pulp, containers and bulk cargoes. Shippers
(customers) welcomed these features when GSS built
up their successful trades from Asia and Europe back
to both coasts of North America.
New trades are evaluated and added as the fleet grows.
The most recent addition is a service from Chile to the
Mediterranean with forest products and project cargoes.
For more information on Grieg Star Shipping or The Grieg
Group visit www.griegstar.com and www.grieg.no.
Photos: Courtesy of Grieg Star Shipping. The photo (top left) is of
the Star Java tied up at port in Bergen, Norway. The Star Java visits
Squamish Terminals several times a year.

In October, following her maternity leave,
we welcomed Kim back to the office.

Contact us
We are eager to hear your feedback about this edition of “Tides” as well as any suggestions
for future issues. Please email us at tides@sqterminals.com. We also invite you to sign up
for the e-newsletter version of “Tides” at www.squamishterminals.com.
Answer (to Fact File question on page 2) is b) Tree Falling - The power saw tree falling event is unique to the
Squamish Days Loggers Sports Show. Competitors must draw for a position in this event with only 20 trees
available. On ’go’, competitors race to the base of their tree to start their saws and begin their cut. Both speed
and accuracy are important in this event since competitors must not only down the tree the fastest, but also hit a
marked peg.

